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1. What is Global Design Studio?
2. The Design Continuum as a Structural Framework for International Collaborations
3. Specific Site Applications:
   Post- Disaster: Bantul, Java, Indonesia
   Broadmoor/Algiers Communities: New Orleans, LA
Global Design Studio (GDS) is a student-centered distance learning environment at the secondary and post-secondary levels. It has been in operation since the fall of 2004 and has primarily focused on design projects that affect the built environment. Recently, many of these projects have been humanitarian-based and the result of natural disasters. The services provided by Global Design Studio are thus oriented to real-world projects completed by international teams of students that are guided by faculty and industry professionals. The goals of GDS include:

- To expose students to design problems set within different international contexts.
- To provide students with the opportunity to work within and learn from multi-disciplinary international teams.
- To develop a multi-directional international exchange of design knowledge that is dispensed through contemporary media.
- To provide design expertise to individuals and communities in need.

Student projects can be viewed by navigating the left sidebar. Interior, commercial, and residential design elements are showcased in the student projects. Images are posted so that students at the participating schools may conveniently share ideas and concepts. Projects are divided by year, and then subdivided by commercial/residential, country, and school.
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- Pre-Design
- Conceptual Design
- Design Development
- Contract Documents
- Post-Construction
Pre-Design

- **Branding** (Business Cards, Shirts, Projects)
Contract Documents

• Legal/Contract Responsibilities
• Accurate Reporting
• Student Binders
• Deliverables
• Pattern Books
Post-Design/Construction

- Post Surveys (Students and Client-Satisfaction)
- Reflection Activities
- Marketing
- Gather New Opportunities
- Sub-Contracting (St. Lucia Project)
- Presentations
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JAVA, INDONESIA

10 KILOMETERS FROM JOGJA
MAY 27TH, 2006 EARTHQUAKE
JUNE 25TH, 2006: VISIT

5,778 deaths
37,883 people injured
139,859 houses destroyed
468,149 houses damaged
2.7 million people affected.
Indonesian Post-Disaster
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